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Abstract. – The cosmetic and beauty industry continues to grow and evolve to satisfy
its patrons. In the United States, the industry is heavily science-driven, innovative,
and fast-paced, suggesting that to remain productive and profitable, companies must
seek smart alternatives to their current modus operandi or risk losing out on this multibillion-dollar industry to fierce competition. In this paper, the authors seek to utilize
machine learning models such as clustering and regression to improve the efficiency
of current sales and customer segmentation models to help HairCo (pseudonym for
confidentiality), a professional hair products manufacturer, strategize their marketing
and sales efforts for revenue growth. The present challenge facing HairCo is the lack
of models that learn from aggregated data centered on the buying behavior,
demographic, and other publicly available data of end consumers tied to historical
sales data of their customers, i.e., salons and stylists. The proposed clustering and
regression models achieved notably improved results using the aggregated data in
comparison to models solely using internal company-provided data.
Recommendations on which features are most important from both models that
improve customer profiling and predicting sales were presented. With these results,
HairCo can increase its revenue and expand its market share.

1 Introduction
The ancient use of cosmetics and beauty products originates from the early Egyptian,
Roman and Greek civilizations. Archaeological findings also show that Neanderthals
painted their faces with brown, red, and yellow arsenic, clay, and mud as an early form of
beautification Kumar [1]. Other studies also suggest that hair was rolled on bones to curl,
and the use of tattoos, makeup, and adornments were used to convey status and class. As
described by [1] an ancient Greek physician, called Galen, invented cold cream whereas
Romans used oil-based perfumes and fragrances in their baths, fountains, and on their
bodies to help them relax and de-stress. As trade and migration became more commonplace
during the 13th-century, merchants brought perfumes back from the Far East to Europe
giving a rebirth to this important and valuable industry [1].
The beauty and cosmetics industry contributes significantly to the regional and national
economies across the world. Purchases, patronage of services, and the payment of wages
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and taxes generated contribute significant wealth and jobs that benefit citizens and countries
as a whole.
The importance of this industry cannot be overlooked as the production of products and
its ancillary services affect a myriad of other industries. A top-down analysis of the supply
chain processes touches on raw materials sourced from mostly the agricultural and the
chemical industries, the manufacturing industry, the oil and gas industry, distribution
through the transportation industry, sales through retail, wholesale, and e-commerce
industries, the financial industry, the media industry and by and large the beauty and salon
industry that serves as the end-users.
However, despite its importance and reliance on various industries and with
tremendous potential for brands to remain competitive, there are razor-thin margins for
error. To improve the odds of success, new entrants, and established companies often either
outsource their products to vendors through franchising agreements or through robust
advertisement campaigns to realize new sales. Though there are in some cases successes,
many of these expensive marketing campaigns often yield low sales and disappointments,
driving some of these nascent brands and products to the brink of survival [2].
According to 2019 Mordor-Intelligence, the salon hair care market in the United States
is expected to reach 3.1 billion dollars by 2024, primarily driven by consumer interest in
specialized hair care products and increased salon visits. The report also suggests that
consumers rely on their stylist's knowledge of product compatibility and expertise in the
field for pre-purchase advice driving demand for professional products through salon
channels [3].
Touching on challenges in the industry are fluctuations in hairstyle trends, increased
disposable income, population growth, and a rise in air pollution coupled with a plethora
of competing products consumers can choose from. Available products range from
colorants, straightening and perming products, shampoos, conditioners, styling products,
sprays, and treatments. These products are developed with a wide range of formulations,
designed to address the differing hair needs of the consumer; hence requiring innovation
to drive customer satisfaction and loyalty. Professional hair care products are
differentiated by the high unit cost and the limited distribution networks. Kumar [1] points
out that to remain profitable, industry leaders embark on common strategies such as
remarketing of core brands and select product relaunches as well as market expansions in
various regional markets across the world to sustain and increase growth.
HairCo manufactures and sells professional hair care products primarily through the
salon and stylist sales channels. This presents challenges as HairCo does not have direct
access to data about the end consumer of their products, hence limited advertising
campaigns directed to this audience. HairCo’s influence is rather on the salons and stylists,
who, in turn, use or recommend products to their clients. Inferences about the end consumer
can be drawn from the salon or stylist sales data, however it does not provide direct
knowledge about the end consumer as this data is protected by the salons and stylists due
to professional code of conduct standards.
The company has an array of brands targeting differing consumer markets in their
product line dedicated to these channels. These brands provide a range of professional hair
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color, treatments, styling, and home care products to meet consumer needs and preferences.
There are three strategic brands of interest that will be the main focus of this research.
In a salon setting, retail product sales play a key role in its profitability. HairCo
estimates these consumer purchases represent 7-15% of total salon sales, with profit
margins ranging from 42% to 48%. Based on their market analysis, there are approximately
200,000 salons and 1.6 million stylists in the United States.
In HairCo’s experience, salon owners typically carry products from only a couple of
manufacturers, or are devoted to one brand, with each stylist representing an annual profit
on average of $5,000 to the product manufacturer. As such, the industry is highly
competitive with numerous product manufacturers competing for market share and
dominance.
HairCo faces fierce competition from rival brands, new entrants into the landscape, the
rise in e-commerce, and product innovation across the industry. As a result of the highly
competitive landscape, HairCo is experiencing a drop in sales volume for the three strategic
brands among longer-tenured customers. Prior twelve-month sales indicate accounts are
peaking at the two-year mark and declining after that point as customer tenure increases.
This is causing HairCo to lose market share to competitors. Current sales efforts rely on
hosted educational events, customer buying histories, and salesforce experience,
incorporating data mining and marketing insights into the mix.
To build on these traditional methods, HairCo is seeking to leverage machine learning
modeling to improve revenue and to prevent customer churning. Two areas of focus to
address HairCo’s desire to use machine learning to accomplish these goals will be in
clustering and regression. Customer clustering, or segmentation, divides a company’s
customers into distinct groups that reflect similarity to each other based on identified
variables and metrics of importance. The data points in the cluster share common features
but are distinct when compared to data points in other clusters. Machine learning methods
allow advanced algorithms to surface insights and groupings that companies may have
difficulty discovering on their own and form the groundwork to establish customer profiles
to systematically identify high revenue-generating customers.
This will enable HairCo to determine the best way to engage with customers in each
segment. From a marketing perspective, they can develop specific customer profiles for
each segment in order to create a more tailored marketing campaign to suit each of the
customer segments based on their individual needs and characteristics as well as persuasive
advertisements which spurs products sales.
The results of the sales prediction model will identify factors that influence revenue the
most. The knowledge gained can be incorporated into strategic planning in order to better
focus on resource allocation and marketing efforts. It also allows the sales organization to
pursue high-value opportunities; focusing time and effort on the more lucrative customers
to obtain higher quality revenues. These tailored strategies are expected to maximize the
value of each customer to the business and drive loyalty, promoting the stability of the
market base.
The current problem facing HairCo’s channel sales and largely the entire professional
hair care industry is the lack of models that learns from a wide pool of data such as location
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demographics, end-consumer behavior, sales campaign data as well as internal records to
learn the buying behavior of customers to improve the efficiency of segmentation models
as well as sales prediction models. This is important as a data-centric approach is ideal to
strategize the way the company sell its products to salons and hairstylists that meets the
needs of end consumers to maximize profits.
This research aims to solve this dilemma by presenting a novel approach that
aggregates data by incorporating location based demographic census and social context data
with internal company data to feed machine learning algorithms such as clustering and
regression analysis to predict sales as well as to segment customers in order to create more
robust customer profiles. The belief is that aggregating these data for use in machine
learning models will result in improved models versus those that the company currently
uses. The insights realized from these two models will guide HairCo in formulating various
strategies to best target current and future customers to increase market share and drive
revenue growth in an increasingly crowded industry.

2 Related Work
Historians have it that the quest for beauty and body enhancements to combat the
perception of attractiveness and aging to affirm one’s identity in society or a group have
come a long way since the earliest human civilization Ehlinger-Martin et al [4]. The authors
suggest that these ancient humans employed strategies that built self-esteem, hierarchical
roles, and a higher status in society. They indicate that over the centuries the attitude of
women towards appearance, aging, and in retrospect "beauty" has undergone tremendous
changes. They attribute this assertion to women’s longer life expectancy that transcends
their reproductive years. This gives birth to the beauty industry if one can spare the
definition and what it entails.
Evolving aristocracies over the centuries according to Hornsey [5] introduced a cult of
a class system in which women in the twentieth century forged new identities built on
ostentatious appearances reflective of their social class. Black [6]in their research affirms
the assertion of [5] that throughout history men and women altered their bodies with beauty
products that conform to their defined aesthetic standards. The authors [5], [6], go further
to point out that even though the contemporary beauty industry has popularity, it has its
antecedent in the nineteenth century owing to commercials or ads that target women. This,
however, did not gain traction until the mid-'20s to late '30s during the post-war era when
the beauty industry exploded and became fully recognizable, requiring formal training,
licensing, and certifications. It was during this period that ethical standards and a
professional code of conduct were established for the industry.
According to Black [6, pp. 15-21], the beauty market for elixirs began with women
spending their disposable income at the wholesale or drugstores where these products were
sold. Jones [7, p. 5] also refers to this trend as an evolution of the beauty industry over time,
suggesting that instead of the industry being “capital-intensive, mass marketing and mass
production industries” rather, it is a "large number of small and medium-sized
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entrepreneurial firms” that have become multi-billion-dollar global conglomerates. The
successes of these enterprises solely depended on the distribution networks, knowledge of
products, and salon franchises [6].
According to Winship [8], the development of the industry can be attributed to the
emergence of departmental stores from the nineteenth to the twenty-first century. This is a
result of the rise in consumer culture as more women gained economic independence by
entering public spaces and gaining paid employment. These among many others created the
demand for beauty products and the birth of an industry Peiss [9].

2.1 Conventional Marketing, Sales, and Use
Hair and beauty salons according to Black [6] become the new retail hubs for many
beauty products as workers within them mixed up preparations for use on the client’s hair
and body as well as distributing products by mail and door-to-door, a technique pioneered
by Madam C. J. Walker and Annie Turnbo Malone [6]. As the industry expanded and
became more professionalized, the market, as well as product offerings, expanded
according to Willett [10].
Although salons, according to Linnan & Ferguson [11] are an innovative and
“unconventional way" to reach a defined population. Over the decades or perhaps centuries,
sales of beauty products have witnessed dramatic shifts attributed to various economic,
social, and cultural transformations as consumer values and tastes changed Lopaciuk and
Looda [12]. These changes according to Jones, [13] required new marketing techniques.
These marketing techniques are hinged on the level of customer satisfaction, perceived
quality of products and quality of service from service providers or product manufacturers
Oliver [14], [15]. According to Zeithaml, Berry & Parasuraman [16] these consumer
behaviors are contributory factors to post-purchase attitude and intended repeated purchase
for a particular product.
However, in the beauty and hair care industry, hair care professionals according to
Auh, Salisbury and Johnson [17] make sales based on product loyalty and satisfaction of
customers. Gimlin [16], [17], [18] also bring another dimension to the discussion by arguing
that, due to cultural exchanges during the process of provider-client interaction, hair care
service providers or hairstylists introduce clients to products. These sales and marketing
technique relies on the stylist’s depth of knowledge to cater to the customer's individualized
hair care needs as well as a bond of trust between them often and ultimately leads product
purchase and customer satisfaction Jacob-Huey [19].
According to Oliver [21, p. 34] brand loyalty can be defined as “a deeply held
commitment to rebuy or patronize a preferred product or service consistently in the future.”
This drives repetitive purchasing, regardless of situational influences and marketing efforts
that have the potential cause “switching behavior” or sway these brand loyalists. This
affirms that customers buy products that provide them the level of satisfaction and selffulfillment they desire. Rooted in this assertion, Chandahuri and Holbrook [22] points out
that the product brand sale performance is conditioned on brand trust, hedonic value,
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loyalty, relative price, market share, and both rapport and the symbiotic relationship
between the customer, stylist, and/or the hair care provider.
Thus, Spake et al [23] further suggest that the provider-client relation leads to
customer comfort that includes confidence, brand disclosure, reduced risk, and improved
satisfaction which Brown and Beale [20] agrees with. They further argue that marketing
techniques in the hair and beauty care industry are dependent on marketing strategies that
link product mix, quality of service, and profits with superior services that correlate with
the desire to grow the market share of a product [20]. Features such as scheduling
appointment times, timely services, and convenience among others are influential
determinants to a salon or a stylist’s ability to engender or win a customer’s loyalty and
satisfaction for a particular type of service or product [20], [24].
Another point by [25] posits the idea from traditional marketing in the hair and beauty
care industry that employs strategic tools to attract standard customers. This uses the
strategy of transactional marketing to profile potential customers and the process of
completing sales transactions with them. They further cite Robinson [26] to detail four ps’
(Product, Price, Place, and Promotion) of marketing as the precepts of transactional
marketing to address customer segmentation, targeting, and positioning to optimize product
sales and customer satisfaction.
However, due to lack of unanimity and differing opinion on which marketing strategy
gives the optimum outcome for product sales and customer satisfaction Amoakoh and
Naong [25], [27] argues that no marketing strategy can yield the best results.

2.2 The Role of Machine Learning
The approaches discussed so far require a holistic and scientific approach that uses
data to study the various relationships or features that reflects a customer’s propensity to
patronize a product or hair salon service in a given marketing strategy.
Pearl [28] makes a compelling case for using machine learning to analyze the causal
structure between features that influence an outcome. This method is used by Horita and
Yamashita [29] to highlight marketing effect and strategy on hair salons growth and their
customer base. To further narrow it down, several researchers cited by [29] used the
clustering technique of machine learning to divide customers into clusters based on
probabilistic features to study their relationships on their expected outcomes. Weerasinghe
and Yidanagama [30] also use convolutional neural networks in machine learning to build
a recommendation system that promotes customer preference for a particular hairstyle.
That said, to define machine learning, Müller and Guido [31, p.1] define this as
“extracting knowledge from data”. To further expand, they define it as “predictive analytics
or statistical learning” that intersect computer science, statistics, and artificial intelligence.
These predictive analytics focus on the large and high-dimensional dataset for
predictive accuracy compared to hypothesis-driven inference. It is further classified into
unsupervised, supervised, semi-supervised, and reinforcement learning Bi et al [32].
Complex decisions were made using hand-coded rules that often-required domain
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knowledge [31] but with the advent of machine learning methods and its evolution, the
application has become ubiquitous both in personalized and commercial applications
automate decision making processes [31].
Conversely, [16] also define machine learning as algorithms that learn from data by
sifting through vast amounts of predictors to look for covariates and statistical functions
that predict outcomes. A look at the approaches or techniques of machine learning, Russel
and Norvig [31, p. 653] discusses supervised learning and how it works. The authors define
supervised learning as “the machine learning task of learning a function that maps an input
to an output based on example input-output pairs. It infers a function from labeled training
data consisting of a set of training examples”.
Kotsiantis [34] citing many authors, discusses supervised learning algorithms as most
widely used techniques to include Support-vector machines, Linear regression, Logistic
regression, Naive Bayes, K-NN algorithm, Linear discriminant analysis, Neural networks
(Multilayer perceptron), Decision trees, and Similarity learning.
On unsupervised learning, Hinton and Sejnowski [35] define it as “a type of machine
learning in which the algorithm is not provided with any pre-assigned labels or scores for
the training data”.
With Semi-supervised learning, Chapelle et al [36] define it as “halfway between
supervised and unsupervised learning” this puts it in context as combining labeled and
unlabeled data to use this machine learn approach.
Reinforcement Learning according to Hu et al [34] is a type of machine learning that
defines how software agents behave in a given environment to maximize output. For
instance, in clinical studies, Taylor et al [37] in their publication used this machine learning
approach to predict in-hospital mortality rate of patients with sepsis in the emergency
department using random forest methods. The research showed outstanding results and
outperformed existing clinical decision rules and traditional analytic techniques. This
outcome they suggest can be automated and applied to other clinical studies of interest and
deployed locally on all healthcare servers to enable real time clinical predictions.
Zhu et al [38] applied machine learning approaches to forecast credit risk of small and
medium-sized enterprises in supply chain finance as financial institutions current traditional
credit risk forecasting models cannot meet the forecasting complexities in this modern
times. Indeed, supply chain finance has become the most critical issue in financial decisionmaking to ascertain the creditworthiness of small medium-sized enterprises in reducing
non-performing loan ratios hence removing bottlenecks that stifle small medium-sized
enterprise development and growth.
Another use case of machine learning is by Nguyen et al [39] to predict finance risk
by companies to estimate their carbon footprints in climate analyses. In this research, [39]
looked at the limitations of existing methods of estimating carbon footprint of companies
that did not guarantee high prediction accuracy, such as regression models, which often
times resulted in lower predictive power on the assumption of linearity in parameters with
some unbiased restriction in estimates. Compared to machine learning approaches, these do
not rely on statistical assumptions giving flexibilities of use allowing non-linear, high order
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interactions in the dataset to minimizes prediction errors hence making this novel in
addressing the research problem.
To recap why using machine learning for this research is important in the professional
hair care industry, several machine learning approaches have been presented by the various
authors to improve revenue and maximized production outputs. In Tarallo et al [40],
machine learning is leveraged to predict demand for fast-moving consumer goods. In this
research [40] presents using machine learning techniques to achieve high model accuracy
that surpassed the accuracy level of traditional statistical methods, which are often fraught
with statistical error, to improve inventory balancing throughout the value chain. In turn,
reducing points of sale re-stocking rates, improving product availability to consumers, and
increasing revenue.
In Wu and Zheng [41], the researchers presented a model for sales forecasting using
machine learning methods that outperformed traditional statistical techniques in accuracy
for fast-fashion retail products that have high demand volatility and short life cycles.
Chen and Ou [42] in their research used machine learning to forecast sales and weather
data which improved production line decision-making processes as well as increased
profitability and reduced production losses. The model presented in [42] also proved to
improve customer satisfaction at the point of sale for products as they were available for
purchase. [41], [42], [43] all used machine learning techniques to improve revenue, the
business process and forecast with significant accuracy.
Citing the advantages of machine learning algorithms by Yu and Liu [44, p. 8], this
research will employ these approaches and their advantages to handle the high
dimensionality of the data to test the proposed hypothesis. Just as Lakoju et al [47],
unsupervised clustering technique was used in the study to identify features with similar
attributes and an evaluation of the best performing model was measured. Also in Suwalka
and Agrawal [48], unsupervised clustering technique like SOM and K-means was used to
segment data for the detection of alzheimer’s disease.
Given the background study discussed above, this research will test the hypothesis that
aggregating external data with internal data into the models does not improve customer
profiles and sales forecasting of HairCo’s products given a salon or stylist.

3 Methods
The data provided by HairCo spans nearly seven years, from January 2015 through
November 2021, for salons and stylists in the state of Florida. According to the company,
the Florida market is unique in that the varying demographics are reflective of the product
markets that HairCo sells products into across the United States. The dataset was pared
down to approximately 3,000 customers (Salons and Stylists) who purchased the three
brands of interest within a defined revenue range over a twelve-month period. There were
several features with a large proportion of missing data that could not be imputed with a
high degree of accuracy and were dropped from the dataset. Features with a correlation
greater than 95% were identified and removed.
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In addition to the company-provided data, publicly available demographic data based
on zip code from the American Community Survey (ACS) [58] published by the U.S.
Census Bureau and social context data at the county level from StatsAmerica [50] was
added to the dataset. The final dataset includes 76 features pertaining to net sales, product
mix (color versus all hair products), transactional data, and other demographic and social
context characteristics. Table 1 below shows the final features used for the analysis.

Table 1. Table of Features used for Analysis
Company Provided
Identifier
Group
SoldToYears
NetSlsLifeAvgPerYr
NetSlsLifeBrandAvgPerYr
NetSlsLifeBrandPerc
NetSlsLifeColorAvgPerYr
NetSlsLifeBrandColorPerc
NetSls12MRBrand
NetSls12MRBrandColor
NetSls12MRBrandPerc
NetSls12MRBrandColorPerc
NetQty12MRBrand
NetQty12MRBrandPerc
NetQty12MRBrandColor
NetQty12MRBrandColorPerc
EducationClasses12MR
EducationClasses24MR
EducationColorClasses12MR
EducationColorClasses24MR
TransactionCount12MR
TransactionCount12MRColor
TransactionCount12MRBrand
TransactionCount12MRBrandColor
LevelTier
LoyaltyMember
SummitMember
LifeisSuite
RiskRatingDesc
CustomerGroup6Description
AccountAssignmentGroup
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StatsAmerica
Agreeableness
BeliefInScience
Collectivism
ConflictAwareness
Conscientiousness
Empathy
EmploymentRate
Entrepreneurship
Extraversion
GenderEquality
Hopefulness
IncomeMobility
IncomePerCapita
Neuroticism
Openness
Religiosity
RiskTaking
Selflessness
Tolerance
WorkEthic

American Community Survey
PerCapitaIncomeR12
HousingCostsMonthlyMedian
Households
AvgHouseholdSize
MedAgeFemale
FemPop
FemBelowHS
FemHS
FemSomeCol
FemBach
FemMast
FemProfSch
FemDoctorate
WhitePop
AfrAmerPop
AmerIndPop
AsianPop
PacIslanderPop
OtherPop
TwoplusPop
FemPopCount
FemPop10_19
FemPop20_29
FemPop30_44
FemPop45_54
FemPop55_59

9
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3.1 Exploratory Data Analysis
The exploratory data analysis reveals that a majority of the data is not normally
distributed among the features and have a high degree of skewness seen in the Figures 1 to
3 below. In order to keep as much information as possible to inform the models, outliers
were kept in the data due to lack of domain knowledge as most features have high degree
of outliers as seen in the sampled boxplot in Figure 2.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Scatter plot relationship between Net Quantity 12 MR Brand Color Percenatge aganst
Average Household Size (a) and Net Quantity 12 MR Brand Color Percenatge against Medium

Age Female (b)

Fig. 2. Boxplot showing a few features with outliers in the dataset
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Fig. 3. A histogram plot of a few features not normally distributed.
Within the dataset salons make up 40%, and stylists the remaining 60%, of which 84.5%
are independent stylists and 15.5% are commission based. The majority of customers i.e.,
salons and stylists, 70%, have been customers for five years or more, and this group
represents 60% of the brand net sales figure for the rolling 12-month period. In terms of
product mix, 66% of net sales come from professional hair color sales.
Examination of customer average sales from the company data for the same period
indicates that sales begin dropping off after a customer reaches the two-year mark and
declines steadily from that point as seen in Figure 4 below.

Fig. 4. Average Sales by Customer Length
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HairCo sponsored education events are geared towards increasing sales and
engendering brand loyalty. These events range from large-scale shows and events to insalon product education seminars. HairCo also has its own academies where product
education and artistry events are offered to stylists. Interestingly, in reviewing the data, it
does appear that there is a weak positive correlation between these educational events and
sales as seen the scatter plot below in Figure 5 as the data points are heavily concentrated
in the third quadrant. Salons and stylists who participated in these events during the prior
two years overall did not generate notably higher levels of brand net sales versus nonparticipants for the 12-month period. It will be interesting to see what, if anything,
subsequent modeling uncovers about this revelation. This will be key to understand why
there is not a stronger relationship between brand net sales and these educational events.

Fig. 5. Education events attended vs. 12 Month Brand Net Sales [NDA restricts displaying dollar
values]

The next sectionslook at the application of machine learning methodologies,
specifically clustering techniques, and regression algorithms, to gain more insight into the
aggregated data and then drill down on details that will help answer the hypothesis and
solve the research problem. Cluster analysis was performed to find the number of clusters
that best suits the data. The resulting cluster assignment for each customer was then
incorporated into the original dataset. Subsequently, classification modeling was conducted
to identify the most influential features in determining a customer’s cluster assignment.
These characteristics were then used to develop a profile for each customer group, or
segment. Separately, regression modeling and analysis was performed for sales prediction.
This analysis considers competing models and their comparative metrics to choose which
performs better on the dataset. The best regression model is then used to find feature
characteristics that are believed to drive sales to increase revenue when integrated into
corporate information systems or enterprise resource planners.
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3.2 Customer Clustering
Clustering analysis is a technique for discovering interesting patterns in a dataset
based on their characteristics. Though there are many clustering algorithms, no one
clustering algorithm is suitable for use with all datasets. In that, it is good practice to explore
a variety of algorithms on this particular dataset. It is against this backdrop that this research
employs this technique to achieve its goals. The data has a high degree of skewness and is
heavily laden with outliers as shown in Figure 2. In this regard, the data required a
transformation to normalize it for use in hierarchical and distance-based clustering
algorithms. This ensures all dimensions are treated equally and contribute the same impact
on the distance.
The robust scaler [51] algorithm was used to normalize the dataset.This scaling
method is prefered because it minimizes the influence the outliers have on the sample mean
by removing the median and scaling the data according to the interquartile range and centers
the data independently feature by feature. Scaling also transforms the data to a common
scale, with an approximate range of 0 to 1. Categorical features were converted to numerical
using one-hot encoding.
To reduce feature dimensionality of the dataset and improve efficiency prior to
clustering, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [51] [52] was conducted. The
dimensionality reduction from the PCA entails zeroing out the smallest components thereby
lowering dimensionality of the data vis-a-vis preserving the maximum explainable variance
and also helps remove multicollinearity. This helps analyze the data more accurately in a
low dimensional space for regression and classification type problems rather than in a high
dimensional space.
To identify the number of principal components that preserves the most information
needed, the optimal threshold for number of components was set to 85% after successive
tries in the range of 80 – 90%. This implies that 85% of the total explainable variability in
the dataset that is preserved lies in the first 18 principal components. These 18 new features
were then used for clustering.
The clustering techniques considered include Mini-Batch K-Means, BIRCH, KMeans, Agglomerative Clustering and Gaussian Mixture Models for which resulting
metrics were compared and the best one chosen. K-Means randomly assigns centroids by
spreading out the initial centroids based on maximum calculated Euclidean distance
between the centroids, then optimizes the iterations for the clusters to reduce the variance
within each cluster [55]. Mini-Batch K-Means uses small and random fixed size batches of
data held in memory for the iterative process that is used to update the cluster [57]. BIRCH
uses the natural closeness of data points for clustering decisions without scanning all
observations [56]. Agglomerative Clustering utilizes a hierarchical clustering approach that
uses nested clusters from the bottom up where each observation starts off in its own cluster
and then is merged with other singular clusters using a linkage criterion [51]. Finally,
Gaussian Mixture Model is distribution based, assuming that each distribution represents a
cluster [51].
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To estimate the number of clusters prior to clustering, two methods were evaluated to
find the optimum number. One was using the Elbow method or Sum of Squares Error (SSE)
method and the other is the Silhouette Score method. The elbow approach is used to find
the elbow point where the within-cluster sum of square error curve declines and starts
looking linear as the number of clusters starts to increase.
This is the point where the value of k (the elbow) is best. On the other hand, the
Silhouette score is the measure at which the points lie close to other points within-clusters
or across all clusters. This provides valuable insights or scores on cluster separation or
quality to inform on whether the clustering requires further refinement to get a clear
separation among clusters or not. Evaluating both methods, the SSE indicated 4 clusters
while the Silhouette Score method after hyper-tuning indicated 3 as seen in Figures 6 and
7. Both recommendations for the ideal number of clusters were applied in the clustering
algorithms, however, it was discovered that the number of clusters identified from the
Silhouette method created more distinct clusters for the dataset. That said, the silhouette
method will be used moving forward with the analysis.

Fig. 6. Number of Recommended Clusters based on SSE
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Fig. 7. Number of Recommended Clusters based on Silhouette Score

The Silhouette Score, a metric used to calculate the goodness of a clustering technique,
was used as the basis of comparison for the clustering algorithms. Its value ranges from -1
to 1, with scores closer to 1 indicating well-separated clusters. The algorithms reviewed
performed similarly as seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison of Clustering Technique

K-Means was selected as the final method in order to include all data simultaneously in the
clustering decision. The cluster distribution in Figure 8 below shows nearly 82% of
customers fall within the first cluster while the other two clusters each contain
approximately 9% of the population.
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Fig. 8. Cluster Distribution

3.3 Feature Importance of Cluster Assignment to develop Customer Segment
profiles
In the ensuing section, cluster assignment is analyzed to better understand the
differing customer characteristics that led to cluster assignment to draw influential features
for use in customer profiling. The understanding of the influential features of cluster
assignment ensures the interpretability of the cluster assignment and acts as class
descriptors. This is achieved by finding and assigning scores to the features that drives the
cluster assignment according to relevance in the cluster by the chosen algorithm. Feature
selection, or feature importance, is also the identification of variables in lower dimensional
space that offer clear separation seen in the clusters. This is worth mentioning because
cluster centroid also lowers features for easier interpretation [55].
To understand the underlying differences between each cluster, customer cluster
assignment was added to the original dataset and classification using Random Forest
Classifier was conducted and the results compared against a baseline Logistic Regression
model. Random Forest was selected because of its interpretability of feature importance,
which is what the analysis is seeking to understand in terms of cluster assignment to
ultimately develop or create customer profiles for each cluster.
Data was separated for analysis, reserving 20% for validation, utilizing stratified
shuffle split [51] to keep an even representation of classes as visualized in the cluster
distribution from Figure 9 above. In addition, Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
(SMOTE) [54] was applied to the training set to address the severe imbalances between the
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classes as this synthetizes the minority classes to balance the class distribution. SMOTE
transformation is important when working with an imbalanced dataset as most machine
learning algorithms tend to ignore minority classes and will perform poorly, requiring
modification to avoid simply predicting the majority class.
A model’s hyper-parameters are parameters that can be adjusted to control the
learning process and determine the best performing model for the training data. Manually
setting this combination of parameters can be labor intensive, hence hyper-parameter tuning
[51] is preferred to find the optimal hyperparameters of a model. The technique used in this
research is RamdomizedSearchCV from scikit learn [51].

3.4 Sales Prediction
HairCo invests considerable resources in education and training campaigns as an
anticipated driver to increase revenue. As seen in Figure 5 above, Education events attended
versus 12 Month Net Sales indicate a weak positive correlation between education and
revenue. Other data currently used for revenue prediction is limited to internal data as
reflected in Table 1 above, but as discussed earlier does not include features that attempt to
understand end-consumer buying behavior. In this regard, this section looks at how machine
learning regression models can be used to not only unearth valuable information about the
aggregated data, internal and publicly available, to determine which features are important
to predict sales but also to develop models with improved predictive performance. The best
regression model using the aggregated data will be compared against a model using only
company provided data to measure improved model performance.
For this analysis, 20% of the data was reserved for validation. Data was normalized
using Robust scaling and categorical features were one hot encoded. Linear Regression was
established as the baseline model and Random Forest and Support Vector Regression (SVR)
were considered as alternative models. RandomizedSearchCV was employed for
hyperparameter tuning for both Random Forest and SVR.

4 Results
4.1 Classification Results
Table 3 below shows a comparison of metrics between the baseline logistic regression
and Random Forest Classifier models. With a baseline accuracy of 84.6% for the logistic
regression model, utilizing Random Forest improved the accuracy to 98.3%.
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Table 3. Model Comparison and their Accuracies

Cluster
1
2
3
1
2
3

Model
Random Forest
Logistic
Regression

Precision Recall
1.00
0.87
0.96
0.97
0.61
0.47

0.98
0.96
1.00
0.85
0.87
0.80

F-1 Score
0.99
0.91
0.98
0.91
0.72
0.59

Accuracy
0.98

0.85

It can be noted that, as the company expects to tailor marketing and sales efforts based
on cluster assignment, misclassifications are a concern. It is therefore paramount to keep
False-Negatives at a minimum as much as possible hence the suggestion to focus more on
maintaining a high precision rate rather than Recall rate.
The top 22 features of importance from the Random Forest Classifier model are depicted
in Figure 9 below this shows approximately, 55% of the most important features used are
location demographic and sociodemographic data from the publicly available data sources
that were incorporated into the dataset as noted with asterisks.

Fig. 9. Feature Importance from the Random Forest Model used for clustering
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To validate the chosen features, permutation feature importance from scikit learn [51]
was conducted. This step is very important because it is a model inspection technique that
is useful for any fitted non-linear estimator.
The identified features were investigated for each cluster to ascertain the differences
between the three groups. Based on these differences, there are unique characteristics for
each cluster. Cluster 1, predominately stylists, has the highest percentage of customers
accounting for 65.6% of overall sales. Clusters 2 and 3, while small, have higher levels of
average sales per customer. Cluster 2, primarily salons had the highest participation rates
in company sponsored education events, both product and color based, and purchased 3x
the colorant products vs the other 2 clusters.
From a location perspective, some of the more interesting features were analyzed.
Cluster 1 had the highest entrepreneurship and neuroticism scores, Cluster 2 tends to have
the highest income per capita and employment rates, while cluster 3 had the highest scores
for income mobility, belief in science and the largest population of females 30 – 44 years
of age. These are shown in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Customer Profile Based on Cluster Assignment

4.2 Predicting Revenue
The results from the Random Forest and Support Vector Machine models were
compared against the metrics of the baseline model as seen in Table 5 below. From the
results, random forest was the preferred model as it had the smallest RSME and the largest
R2. This was then compared with the random forest model using only company data.
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Table 5. Model & Methodology Comparison

Using the aggregated data results in better model performance versus only using internal
company data. This can be seen in Table 5. The model solely using internal company
provided data did not perform as well when comparing RMSE and R2. This is very
significant as blending company data with external data provides improved results. This
establishes the foundation to find the most important features from the regression model
that have the largest impact on sales.
To interpret the model and gain a better understanding of the variables that have the
greatest impact on sales, feature importance was reviewed using the results from the random
forest model. The 25 top features realized from the analysis can be seen in Figure 10 below.
It can be seen that, among the features are features from external data sources, noted with
an asterisk, which improves model performance and includes monthly median housing cost,
female population groupings, income per capital, as well as median female age.
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Fig. 10. Feature Importance from the Random Forest Sales Prediction Model

5 Discussion
Models represent real world scenarios to provide insights and make predictions to help
guide decision making. However, many factors hinder this effort, especially in the context
of inaccessible information which can prohibit the accurate determination of which
information is relevant and which is not. To make inferences close to reality requires
assumptions to be made which creates a risk of injecting opinions into the model which can
often lead to inaccurate results and mislead decision making. Nonetheless, the findings from
this research shows that the use of machine learning approaches go a long way to improve
models that have been in existence or at best new ones are formed to solve more complex
ones. This, when adopted by the professional hair care industry, will be very beneficial to
the entire enterprise to improve business processes and maximize profit.
However, to make the best model dwells on the abundance or availability of data that is
more representative of the population under study. The results from the two machine
learning approaches, clustering, and regression, to solve the research problem shows that
there is significant evidence to suggest that the data favors the alternate hypothesis that
aggregating HairCo’s data with external data does improves the robustness of customer
segmentation, or profiling, and improve sales prediction models currently in place.
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The clustering model developed in this study drills down to the most important features
that make up the three clusters to aid in customer profiling. Based on the cluster analysis,
the cluster assignment describes characteristics of the segmented customers, and the
information gain can be used to develop product mix and marketing strategies. For instance,
as seen in cluster 1, nearly 82% of the customers are stylist with characteristics as
entrepreneurship and neuroticism to mention a few. This implies that HairCo can roll out a
robust marketing campaign that aligns with the entrepreneurial spirit of the stylists to help
them build their business.
To average revenue per customer within this cluster, HairCo needs to constitute teams
that will become account managers with more personalized skillset to manage these stylist
and carter to their needs. This is important because, knowing the customers, understanding
their buying behavior, and satisfying their needs give the company a competitive advantage
over their fierce rivals. This brings products and services to the doorstep of the customers
to achieve not only improved customer life value and retention but also a return on
investment that maximizes profit.
Additionally, Cluster 2 indicates that participation in company sponsored colorant
education events appears to have a direct influence on colorant sales. By increasing
participation in these events for the other two clusters and educating them on colorant
application and cutting-edge techniques, will hopefully increase sales. This can also
improve customer brand loyalty as it is an industry belief that once a stylist is trained and
certified on a particular brand’s colorant products, he or she is less apt to switch brands.
In the sales prediction model, external demographic and social context features make up
some of the features deemed important as predictors of revenue. Internal data features such
as group stylist, transactional data, and membership tiers can be further analyzed to craft
more targeted sales strategies. Other attributes such as median monthly housing cost, female
population between ages 30 to 44 and 55 to 59 present a bucket list for features that HairCo
should take advantage of.
Although statistical metrics present a window into how well models perform on a given
dataset, care must be taken when drawing conclusion on which model to rely on. That said,
statistical metrics, such as R2, measure the proportion of variance the response variable, in
this case sales, which can be explained by the explanatory variables. These metrics show
how well the data fits to the regression model. The metrics used to determine the best model
performance for this study are the root mean squared error and R2. These metrics measured
on the Random Forest model using the aggregated data outperformed the model solely using
internal company provided data
It can be concluded that the current sales prediction model HairCo uses can be improved
by incorporating publicly available location based demographic and social context data in
the absence of direct data about the end consumer. In this regard, the wide pool of data
discussed so far is better and relevant for revenue prediction when implemented in
information systems and broadly across the enterprise in business processes that are
designed to increase revenue, grow market share, and improve brand loyalty.
One key limitation worth noting is the lack of readily available industry data.
Information gathering requires a high degree of domain knowledge. End consumer data is
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protected and not easily attainable via public sources. Also, as much as the models realized
from this study are promising, they have their own limitations. There may be additional
factors not considered that could influence customer segmentation or profiling or largely
impact the demand for a product beyond just sales prediction. For instance, factors such as
state of the economy, seasonal changes, end consumer behavior, advertisement and efforts
by the distributors can impact the sales prediction.
Another key point for future research is to endeavor for a higher level of robust data.
Features that were eliminated due to high degree of missing data may provide additional
insights and allow for different machine learning approaches to validate these results or gain
additional insight into how the industry can leverage machine learning and data science to
increase their profit and customer retention.

Ethics
There has been a quantum leap in the accuracy of decisions humans make using Machine
learning algorithms. These algorithms perform complex analysis considering varied
constraints to arrive at a decision. These decisions influence human behaviors and are often
prone to biases and when these preconceptions become entrenched, humans who build these
machine learning algorithms or models stimulate or influence their results. In that care
should be taken when integrating opinion-based features into machine learning models. For
an example feature such as, risk rating in this dataset is derived from sales representative or
managers beliefs.
The decisions made based on these tainted results tend to have far-reaching
consequences often impacting individuals and societies. For instance, demographic factors
such as gender, ages, zip code as well as other features used for market segmentation
modeling to predict or forecast socio-economic representations can led to discrimination in
the distribution of resources. Another use of machine learning algorithms that penalizes
certain demographic characteristics by assigning low scores, suppresses fair representation
and minimizes feature importance. Therefore, algorithmic transparency is key to win trust
in model usage when these factors are involved.
Therefore, the cost of misclassifying customers during the clustering and regression
model building process could have dire consequence in which the accuracy for the model
can be misleading hence could result in a huge financial loss if the model is implemented.
It is therefore recommended that the model’s algorithm be constantly fed with retrained data
when new data becomes available to get the optimum feature importance to use. It must
also be noted though data for this research was given by HairCo and the demographic part
of the data was scraped from publicly available data sites.
From an ethical perspective, data scientist and machine learning experts
using
demographic data that informs decisions should be guided by “the Code” as espoused in the
ACM Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct [49]. The code of conduct articulates the
need for high professional conduct by computing professionals whose actions and inactions
change the world, to act responsibly by reflecting the wider impact their work has in support
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the greater good of society. In light of these ethical considerations as spelt out in “the Code”,
this research adhered to high professional, ethical standards as expected and exhibited
competency in using data for this study. It is for these reasons that data handling and privacy
were taken into serious consideration to protect all stakeholders. Also, since this study does
not seek to profit in any commercial applications, the use of material and data is well within
the conditions of fair use laid out by HairCo and all ethical concerns have been resolved.

6 Conclusion
In conclusion, machine learning is a growing field of statistics and computer science
with endless applications across every human endeavor. The use of machine learning is
breaking barriers never experienced before as well as helping expand the frontiers of the
scientific and business communities.
The power of machine learning is brought to bear on an industry that is often
overlooked given that data is either non-existent or is limited due to the robust competition
among players and the sensitivity of data available. However, data scientists or data
engineers with the right skillset can optimize data to drive the business operation that links
customers directly to products that increase a company’s wealth significantly. Data for this
research was provided by HairCo and was subject to an NDA hence some details cannot be
made public. This is a justification for future works should more data become publicly
available.
As noted during cluster classification, 55% of the features deemed important by the
model for cluster assignment were external data. As a future endeavor, HairCo can collect
this information for potential customers in order to align them to the closest customer
profile. This will allow the company to use similar marketing strategies to increase
conversion rates.
The results from this work show that regardless of the business type or profession, data
and statistical models can be leveraged to solve complex problems otherwise humanly
impossible to improve business processes that are cost effective, will maximize profit and
growth.
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